
Thank you, Mr. Chancellor, for your gracious introduction.  Despite your very best 

efforts, you could not, however, turn me into a former Prime Minister, and for that the 

fault is entirely mine. 

 

National, Ottawa, Cornell-Queen’s Executive MBA’s congratulations.  Fifteen to 

eighteen months of study, hard work, exams, hours and hours of readings, lectures, team 

meetings and projects, not to mention the QMAT and GMAT preparation and testing just 

to get in, and look what you get … an address at your convocation from a hard-boiled 

criminal defence lawyer, a guy only partially reformed and rehabilitated as a Queen’s 

EMBA.  It’s sort of a lawyer joke in reverse.  Still, my own relatively recent experience 

with your program (in 2000 – 2001), you may find resonates with how you feel today as 

EMBA graduates looking into your immediate futures – sort of a lawyer joke with a 

business punch line. 

 

It was actually 1999.  I’d been in practice for twenty-eight years.  In addition to my life in 

court, I’d been running – I thought – a small business in the form of my law firm and I 

thought I had pretty sound, pretty practical experience leading a business.  There had 

been family discussions about my joining a larger corporation founded by my father-in-

law in the multi-residential real estate industry, that is, building, buying, then managing a 

fairly sizeable stock or portfolio of high-rise apartment buildings across Ontario (and now 

Florida).  But as the talk got more serious, our founder – himself a lawyer with no formal 

business school training or degrees (but an absolutely serial entrepreneur, a fellow with a 

busy corporate growth ethic that made him seem like a 79-year old hyperactive kid off 

his Ritalin – he’s now 90 and still going strong), our founder said, “Don, you just can’t go 

from running a law firm to managing a real estate development and management 

company” – “you’d have to do an MBA”.  I thought (and said), “that’s crazy”:  I felt I 

had the skill sets required that, with some time, I could deal with the financial, strategic, 

operational, organizational and people issues as well as the industry-specific issues of this 

company.  But, overnight, I thought that’s so crazy I’m going to do it.  And I can tell you 

I’m living proof this crazy degree you all have has made all the difference. 

 

You all have/had your own particular reasons and motivations for embarking on the 

challenging journey toward an MBA.  I was 54.  I did it partly as a result of that 

conversation on Wolfe Island with my father-in-law, but even more as intellectual 

exploration, an experiment (entirely different from my undergraduate background in 

English and Philosophy and my legal studies and work).  I’m the only guy, I’m certain, in 

the history of the program to do the two-week “boot camp” starting the program, twice:  I 

started in 1999 (September), but I had an uncompleted WWII war crimes trial that took 

me away to eastern Ukraine for an extended period in the Fall of 1999, so, I left the 

program in October, to return in September, 2000, and start again.  And what I got by 

sticking with it and all that this program and degree offers  – and what you all have now 

too – in addition to the subset of specific business tools (statistics, marketing insights, an 

understanding of tax consequences, financial cost modelling, net present value analysis) 

are the following lasting benefits of the program and degree: 
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1. Leadership training:  including change leadership as well as stable organizational 

leadership and strategizing (company wide/industry wide). 

 

2. Better understanding of organizational behaviour and health:  I came to realize 

how poorly my law firm was run as an organization.  Though we were successful 

as individual lawyers, more attention needed to be paid to communication, longer-

term planning, much more attention to people issues – Julian Barling’s lessons in 

what I thought of as managerial humility (Miss Piggy’s “peoples is peoples”) 

have stuck with me and always will. 

 

3. Financial literacy:  thank you John Moore.  Even if, in comparison to our CFO, 

I’m only moderately financially literate, I now can and do read the between the 

lines the tales told by financial statements; I read them as keenly as the case law I 

rely on or a good novel because they have a story to tell and I was taught to read 

it. 

 

4. Perspective:  this program provides broader perspective on the business world and 

the world at large – one of the real advantages of the EMBA is the greater 

maturity of the class, the students.  Because you bring more life experience into 

the program, you have more to contribute and more to take away in context.  

Consciously aware or not, you now have a better contextual perspective on your 

world. 

 

5. Understanding of and interest in corporate governance:  a particular focus of 

mine, this includes succession planning in governance as well as operations.  

Corporate oversight, responsibility, direction, risk management, the fundamentals 

of governance, all of this began here at Queen’s – and now Cornell and Queen’s – 

with the EMBA. 

 

6. Quality of classmates and faculty (and therefore the quality of the degree – the 

enduring quality of your degree):  I learned, as I am sure you found, so much from 

my classmates and teammates who were a wonderfully diverse group, different 

each from the other.  It was an experience both enriching and great fun (as we 

mutually suffered the volume and time-lines of the program).  We’ve (the Class of 

2001) stayed close.  You can’t predict the future perfectly; we’ve been bound in 

part by the death of an esteemed teammate/classmate (from cancer) and an 

accident rendering another highly respected classmate – a vital young man – a 

quadriplegic, but we’re bound also by common experience and shared endeavour.  

We’re different, each from the other, but we’re bound.  You too will experience 

that as you go forward from today.  That’s the classmate’s contribution each and 

every one of you make to each and every one of you.  The other side of the 

quality coin is that the faculty Queen’s (and Cornell-Queen’s) offers you is 

unparalleled.  Because the Harvard Business School offers a unique Executive 

program on family businesses and succession or continuity planning, a group of 

us from our company attended last Fall – there, and not at Queen’s (simply 

because that specialized program was not on offer at Queen’s).  I felt like I was at 
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Queen’s again in the business school, in the EMBA program.  It was a wonderful 

program and faculty, but not different from or superior in quality to Queen’s.  

Queen’s and Cornell-Queen’s takes a back seat to no one.  I’ve mentioned a 

couple of names of faculty members today, but I could name all – the faculty is 

that superb.  That combination, the faculty you enjoyed in your program and your 

Queen’s and Cornell-Queen’s classmates makes your MBA special.  As the years 

have passed, I am thankful I did it where I did it.  And I hear the same from all my 

classmates. 

 

So now, May 27th, 2010, you stand on the precipice of the future, superb degrees in 

hand.  You don’t know exactly what that future will bring.  One week we are told we are 

in a recovering North American and global economy.  The next there are sovereign 

solvency issues leading the news, with Greece and others threatening to take down the 

EU and impact North America and Asia.  One week employment growth is surprisingly 

strong, housing sales are up, the auto industry is rationalized and healthier, the next we 

hear China’s growth is slowing ominously, debt bedevils everyone (individuals to entire 

countries), the sub-prime mortgage crisis isn’t over and may get worse spreading into 

commercial loans, ecological disaster threatens the Gulf of Mexico and beyond.  Yes, 

these are volatile, uncertain times you face:  perfect as an opportunity for the 

entrepreneurs among you, the classmates among you who will find and seize 

opportunities that will abound in the shifting economic landscape:  it’s still true as it was 

when written in 1599 that “There is a tide in the affairs of men (well, Shakespeare wasn’t 

politically correct) which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.”  If this is the flood of 

uncertainty, there are and will be the tides of opportunity for you entrepreneurs to ride.  

But not everyone is an entrepreneur – I’m not – nevertheless this time of uncertainty also 

presents a fine opportunity, indeed a need, for sound, prudent, long-term management 

and leadership and vision:  the very skills you have all acquired and celebrate today.  

(Think Canadian banks among the world’s financial institutions.) 

 

Your very special and well-earned degrees have prepared you well for the uncertain 

future:  you are told that today is just another part of the journey, not the end-point or 

ultimate destination.  It is high ground, though, from which to survey that future.  Ground 

you’ll remember.  Stay curious, learn daily, observe and read broadly (beyond your 

field).  And enjoy the journey. 

 

Now MBA’s, go out and show those lawyers how to manage and save the world. 


